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METHODS AND MEASURES

Confirmatory factor analysis and multidimensional scaling for
construct validation of cognitive abilities
Elliot M. Tucker-Drob and Timothy A. Salthouse
University of Virginia, USA
Although factor analysis is the most commonly-used method for examining the structure of cognitive variable interrelations, multidimensional scaling (MDS) can provide visual representations highlighting the continuous nature of interrelations among variables. Using data (N = 8,813; ages 17–97
years) aggregated across 38 separate studies, MDS was applied to 16 cognitive variables representative of five well-established cognitive abilities. Parallel to confirmatory factor analytic solutions, and
consistent with past MDS applications, the results for young (18–39 years), middle (40–65 years),
and old (66–97 years) adult age groups consistently revealed a two-dimensional radex disk, with
variables from fluid reasoning tests located at the center. Using a new method, target measures
hypothesized to reflect three aspects of cognitive control (updating, storage-plus-processing, and executive functioning) were projected onto the radex disk. Parallel to factor analytic results, these variables
were also found to be centrally located in the cognitive ability space. The advantages and limitations
of the radex representation are discussed.
Keywords: cognitive abilities; cognitive control; multidimensional scaling; radix; working memory

Construct validation is a primary goal for many areas of developmental research. In aging research, for example, levels of
performance on many diverse sorts of cognitive tasks are often
found to decline with adult age. While it is tempting to hypothesize a distinct mechanism as the source of the age-related
deficits observed in each of these tasks, it is more likely that
age-related deficits do not occur on specific variables but
rather on more general constructs that they represent. It is
therefore important, before constructing a novel explanation
for age-related differences observed in a newer variable, to
characterize how that variable relates to previously wellestablished individual differences variables. In this article we
present and compare two such methods of construct validation. One is based on confirmatory factor analysis and the
other is based on multidimensional scaling. We apply both
methods to examine how a number of diverse “target” variables hypothesized to reflect various aspects of a construct
termed cognitive control relate to five well-established “reference” cognitive ability domains.

test performance (see, e.g., Conway, Kane, & Engle, 2003;
Oberauer, Schulze, Wilhelm, & Süß, 2005). Some (e.g.,
Hambrick, Kane, & Engle, 2005) have conceptualized cognitive control as comprised of general processes that can be
applied during many diverse sorts of tasks. Others (e.g.,
Baddeley, 1986; Park et al., 2002; Shah & Miyake, 1996),
however, have conceptualized cognitive control as a family of
specialized processes specific to different domains of functioning. Here we examine a number of measures of cognitive
control that involve either figural/spatial or verbal/numeric
materials. Using the two construct validation methods
described next, we examine how each of these measures relate
to five well-established cognitive ability domains: Fluid
Reasoning, Episodic Memory, Spatial Visualization, Processing
Speed, and Verbal Knowledge. We are interested in whether
these cognitive control measures demonstrate a uniform
pattern of relations to the ability domains (consistent with the
domain-general view) or a more heterogeneous pattern of relations to different ability domains (consistent with the domainspecific view).

Cognitive control and cognitive abilities
Factor analysis and multidimensional scaling of
cognitive variables

Cognitive control can be defined as deliberate, on-line
processing involved in simultaneously storing and manipulating information, and monitoring, updating, and modifying the
contents of conscious thought. Cognitive control processes
have often been invoked in theoretical explanations of ability

Factor analysis is likely the most frequently employed method
for examining the structure of cognitive ability interrelations, with
the typical solution being that of a hierarchical organization
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(Carroll, 1993) with a general factor accounting for about half
of the between-person variation in test performance, and broad
abilities accounting for approximately 25% additional variation
in such performance. However, multidimensional scaling
(MDS) methods can provide alternative representations of
ability interrelations that are visual in nature and intuitively
appealing.
Applying MDS procedures and close variants to represent
intercorrelation matrices in Euclidean space was first proposed
by Guttman (1954) and popularized by Snow and colleagues
(Marshalek, Lohman, & Snow, 1983; Snow, Kyllonen, &
Marshalek, 1984). MDS represents variables as points in
space, with the distances between point-representations corresponding to the magnitudes of the variables’ interrelations,
such that more highly-related variables are spatially closer. The
most common solution for cognitive abilities is that of a radex
circular disk described by two continua on which variables are
located: (1) the circumplex refers to the angle along the circle
on which the variables are located (e.g., 0° = “North,” 90° =
“East,” 180° = “South,” 270° = “North-West,” etc.), and (2)
the simplex refers to how far away from the circle’s center the
variables are located. By mathematical necessity, the radex
center contains those variables with the strongest average relations with all other variables (Marshalek et al., 1983; Snow et
al., 1984).
Whereas factor analytic approaches lend themselves to

conceptualizing abilities as sharply distinct from (albeit
possibly correlated with) one another, MDS approaches
emphasize the continuity of the ability spectrum. In fact, Snow
and colleagues have argued that:
the fact that cognitive tasks or objects in general can be
shown to differ along many dimensions simultaneously,
and that this ordering can be captured in a two. . . dimensional scaling representation, is one of the most powerful
features of [MDS]. (1984, p. 89)
Nevertheless, the radex has been shown to be remarkably
parallel to the hierarchal factor solution (Marshalek et al.,
1983). These key commonalities are highlighted in Figure 1,
which displays idealized versions of both the hierarchical factor
model and the radex model (the variable “T” refers to the
“target” variable to be validated, and is discussed later). In the
factor model displayed in the left portion of Figure 1, the
common “G” factor and the broad abilities (Memory, Spatial
Visualization, Processing Speed, and Verbal Knowledge) are
orthogonalized. The loadings on the broad abilities correspond
to where along the circumplex a variable falls, whereas the
magnitude of a variable’s loadings on the G factor corresponds
with where on the simplex that variable falls (higher G loadings
correspond with more central locations). A common finding
(e.g., Gustafsson, 1988; Salthouse, 2004) is that Fluid Reasoning (Gf) is indistinguishable from G. This is indicated in the
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Figure 1.

Left: examining the meaning of target variable “T” in the context of a well-established factor structure. Right: examining the
meaning of target variable “T” in the context of a well-established radex solution.
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left portion of Figure 1, in which no Gf factor is instantiated.
It is also indicated in the right portion of Figure 1, in which
the Gf measures are very close to the exact center of the radex
disc.
Implementations of MDS in cognitive ability research have
been surprisingly few. One possible reason for this underutilization is that MDS methods have remained largely
exploratory in nature (although see Borg and Groenen, 2005,
for a discussion of confirmatory variants of MDS), in contrast
to factor analytic methods, for which confirmatory variants
have been well developed. The exploratory nature of MDS can
be seen as an advantage because, relative to factor analysis,
fewer prior expectations need to be imposed when performing
an MDS procedure, thereby allowing variables to take on any
location within the space, rather than merely evaluating the
extent to which a pre-specified hypothesis accords with the
data. Using such an unrestrictive approach could potentially
reveal “insights that classical factor analytic techniques seem
to have hidden” (Sternberg, 1984, p. xii).
Nonetheless, in order to ensure cumulative progress in
developmental theory and research, to integrate emerging
research with the extant state of psychological science, and to
fully understand a new construct’s meaning, it is important for
emerging research to build upon well-established information.
This perspective has been articulated by Cronbach and Meehl
(1955) who maintained that a construct (or the observable
indicators of it) should be validated by establishing a “nomological network” of associations that it has with existing
variables and constructs. Two ways by which this can be
achieved are incorporating variables representative of a newly
hypothesized construct into the well-established factor analytic
and radex solutions. The left hand portion of Figure 1 displays
such a factor analytic approach (cf. Salthouse, Pink, & TuckerDrob, 2008) in which a target variable representative of a newly
hypothesized construct is regressed onto the five wellestablished abilities. By examining the magnitude of the
standardized coefficients labeled βability, one can infer the
extent to which the target variable “T” is uniquely related to
each of the well-established “reference” abilities. Similarly, by
examining the location of “T” after projecting it onto the radex
space, as displayed in the right hand portion of Figure 1, one
can infer the pattern of relations that it has with the reference
abilities.

279

patterns of relations to the reference abilities according to
whether they made use of figural/spatial or verbal/numeric
information. We were also interested in whether the patterns
differed according to whether the tasks were those primarily
used by neuropsychologists (as executive functioning measures),
or by cognitive psychologists (as storage-plus-processing, or
updating measures).
In order to verify that these examinations were meaningful,
it was important to determine whether the reference solutions
were consistent across age groups. There is a robust literature
on the importance of structural stability in developmental
research (e.g., Horn & McArdle, 1992). In short, both acrossage comparisons and across-age aggregation may be questionable if the multivariate structure of the variables of interest
differs with age. Here, we examined the stability of both the
reference factor solution and the reference radex solution
across young, middle-aged, and old adult age groups, before
proceeding to employ these solutions in validating the target
variables.

Method
Dataset. Analyses are based on data from a total of 8,813
different individuals from 38 different studies conducted in
Timothy A. Salthouse’s laboratory. Each study included two or
more measures from a set of 16 cognitive measures representative of five theoretical cognitive abilities. Many studies also
included alternative measures of the five cognitive abilities, and
various measures of updating, storage-plus-processing, and
executive functioning. Because not all measures were administered for each study (and some variables were included in more
studies than were others), this aggregate dataset has a great
deal of missing data. However, because the pattern of missing
data is due to the study to which participants were assigned,
rather than observed or unobserved participant characteristics,
the data can be assumed to be missing at random. This allows
for powerful methods for handling the missing data, based on
full information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation (e.g.,
Salthouse, 2004).
Participants. Participants were community-dwelling adults
spanning the continuous range of 17 to 97 years (mean 49.5,
standard deviation 17.6). Sixty percent were female, and they
had 15.4 years of education on average (standard deviation
2.6).

Current project
For the current project, the analytic approaches depicted in
Figure 1 were applied to two sets of target variables. The first
set of target variables consisted of alternative indicators of the
reference abilities. Only if the analytical procedures produced
results consistent with the established characteristics of these
variables could the procedures be considered plausible. The
second set of target variables included a number of tests of
cognitive control. These tests were conceptualized from
neuropsychological perspectives as measures of executive
functioning, and from the cognitive tradition as measures of
simultaneous storage-plus-processing, and updating of continuously changing information. We used confirmatory factor
analysis to regress the variables onto the reference abilities, and
similarly used multidimensional scaling to map these variables
onto the reference radex space. Our primary interest was
whether different cognitive control variables displayed different

Measures. Table 1 contains descriptions of the 16 reference
cognitive measures used to establish the reference factor and
radex solutions. These measures are representative of the
following well-established cognitive abilities (Carroll, 1993;
Salthouse, 2004): Fluid Reasoning, Spatial Visualization,
Processing Speed, Episodic Memory, and Verbal Knowledge.
Table 2 contains descriptions of the target variables. These
consist of (1) alternative indicators of the cognitive abilities
represented by the reference solutions, which are used to
demonstrate the utility of the analytical procedure; and (2)
three classes of cognitive control tasks: (a) cognitive tasks
requiring continuous updating of information, (b) cognitive
tasks requiring simultaneous storage-plus-processing, and (c)
neuropsychological tasks hypothesized to measure executive
functioning. In reading the descriptions of each of the cognitive control tasks, it is apparent that either verbal/numeric or
figural/spatial materials are employed.
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Table 1
Descriptions of reference variables
Variable

N

Description

Fluid reasoning (Gf)
Raven’s matrix reasoning
Shipley abstraction
Letter sets

3,940
3,253
3,129

Select the pattern that best completes the missing cell in a 3 ⫻ 3 matrix
Determine the letters, words, or numbers that best complete a progressive sequence
Identify which of five groups of letters follows a different pattern from the others

Episodic memory (Mem)
Logical memory
Free recall
Paired associates

2,762
3,748
3,746

Remember as many idea units as possible from three stories
Recall as many words as possible across four word list trials
Recall the second words from word pairs

Spatial visualization (Spc)
Spatial relations

3,114

Paper folding

2,961

Form boards

2,798

Determine which three dimensional object could be constructed by folding the two
dimensional object
Determine the location of holes that would result from a punch through a sequence of
folds of a piece of paper
Determine which shapes are needed to fill in a target space

Processing speed (Spd)
Digit symbol
Letter comparison
Pattern comparison

4,028
8,058
8,058

Use a code table to write the corresponding symbol below each digit
Compare pairs of letter strings and judge whether they are the same or different
Compare pairs of line patterns and judge whether they are the same or different

Verbal knowledge (Vrb)
WAIS vocabulary
WJ picture vocabulary
Synonym vocabulary
Antonym vocabulary

2,780
2,781
5,465
5,459

Define words out loud
Name the objects pictured
Choose the word most similar in meaning to the target
Choose the word most opposite in meaning to the target

Table 2
Descriptions of target variables
Variable

N

Description

Alternative Indicators (of Reference Abilities)
NAART (Vrb)
Multiple choice knowledge (Vrb)
Short answer knowledge (Vrb)
Simple search (Spd)

,843
1,021
,401
,161

Cross out (Spd)
Surface development (Spc)
Block design (Spc)
Recall list B (Mem)
Logical steps (Gf)

,149
,639
,463
3,041
,239

Pronounce written words from the English language
Tests knowledge in 10 different domains (e.g., history, geography, literature)
Tests knowledge in 10 different domains (e.g., history, geography, literature)
Draw a line through as many targets (specific letters or numbers) as possible. Eight pages
at 30 seconds each
Mark 5 drawings in rows of 20 drawings that are identical to the first drawing in each row
Which drawings of 2D objects correspond to the depicted 3D object?
Arrange shaded cubes to produce the target pattern
Recall as many words as possible across a single trial
Identify the rules for concepts when provided with instances and non-instances of the
concept

Storage-plus-processing
Operation span

,685

Symmetry span

,688

Reading span

,238

Updating
Matrix monitoring

,238

Color counters

,238

Running memory positions

,237

Running memory letters

,239

Executive functioning
Connections

3,309

Wisconsin card sorting
Zoo trip

1,042
,326

Remember a sequence of 3 to 7 letters while verifying the accuracy of arithmetic
operations
Remember a sequence of 2 to 5 dots in a matrix while judging whether the pattern of
filled cells in an 8 by 8 grid is symmetrical
Remember a sequence of three to seven letters while judging whether sentences are
meaningful or nonsensical
Mentally shift the location of two dots in two matrices, according to a sequence of arrow
presentations. Afterwards decide if the probe indicates the correct final position of the
dot
Mentally add and subtract colored blocks from three columns of blocks after an initial
presentation. After 8 operations, report the number of blocks in a given column
Report the last 4 dot positions in a matrix, in order, after successive presentation of
between 4 and 12 dots
Report the last 4 letters, in order, after successive presentation of between 4 and 12 letters
(A) Draw lines alternating between letters and numbers in alphabetical/numerical order
(B) Draw lines between either letters or between numbers in alphabetical/numerical
order. Score is time to complete B minus time to complete A
Sort cards accorded to rules discovered based on feedback on performance
Plan and then trace the most efficient route through a zoo map that includes 6
designated destinations
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Analytic procedure: factor analysis
The analytical procedures depicted in the left portion of Figure
1 were employed with Mplus software using FIML estimation.
For each target variable, a new model was estimated in which
that variable was regressed onto the five reference abilities.
That is, each model had one of the variables listed in Table 2,
regressed onto the 5 reference abilities indicated by the 16
variables listed in Table 1.

variable distances, Dv, and the reference variable-target variable correlations, Rv, also a 16 unit vector. This correspondence is termed the Distance Correlation, and is given by
Distance Correlation = –1 ⫻ corr(Dv,Rv).
Note that the multiplier –1 is included so that higher correlations correspond to shorter distances. For all of the target
variables examined for the current project, the absolute magnitude of the maximized Distance Correlation was greater than
.85, indicating good fit.

Analytical procedure: radex
A reference radex solution was produced from the intercorrelation matrix of the 16 cognitive variables described in Table 1
using the SAS Proc MDS (multidimensional scaling) procedure, with two dimensions specified in order to remain consistent with past research. In order to use all available
information, the correlation matrix was derived with FIML
estimation using Mplus software. To capitalize on the large
sample sizes and correspondingly precise parameter estimates,
metric MDS was chosen (although non-metric MDS
produced a nearly identical solution). Next, an algorithm was
applied to individually map each target variable onto this reference space. Whereas simply including each variable in the
original MDS analysis could potentially distort the reference
space, this method allowed the reference space to remain fixed
while the optimal location for the target variable was determined.
The fixed space can be represented as a 16 by 2 matrix of
Cartesian coordinates, [Xv,Yv] with each row corresponding to
the location of a reference variable. The to-be-determined
location of the target variable can similarly be represented by
coordinates (x,y). The Pythagorean theorem can be used to
determine the 16 unit vector, Dv, of distances between (x,y),
and [Xv,Yv],
Dv = [ (x − X v )2 + (y − Yv )2 ]
The coordinates (x,y) are then determined by maximizing
the correspondence between the reference variable-target

Results
Reference solutions. The orthogonal factor solution for the 16
reference cognitive variables is presented in Table 3. It can be
seen that all reference variables load significantly on both the
G factor and the ability that they were designed to measure.
The parallel radex solution for the 16 reference cognitive variables is depicted in the top portion of Figure 2, with lines
drawn to connect variables representing the same ability.
Approximately concentric circles are drawn to indicate the
progression of G-loading from the center to the periphery of
the radex. Axes are drawn in the regions corresponding to
Spatial Visualization, Verbal Knowledge, Episodic Memory,
and Processing Speed abilities.
Before proceeding, we examined whether solutions differed
for adults of different ages. Age-partialled factor analytic and
radex solutions were therefore produced for the following three
age groups: 18–39 years (N = 2,812), 40–65 years (N = 4,055),
and 66–97 years (N = 1,946). The factor solutions for the three
age groups are given parenthetically in Table 3, and the radex
solutions for the three age groups are depicted in the bottom
panel of Figure 2. It can be seen that both the factor and the
radex solutions were quite consistent across these age groups.
This consistency was numerically indexed using two statistics.
The congruence coefficient (see Jensen, 1998) is an index of
the correspondence between two factor solutions. The bidimensional correlation (see Friedman & Kohler, 2003) is an
index of the correspondence between two two-dimensional (in
this case, radex) maps. Both statistics are on the same scale as

Table 3
Standardized loadings from confirmatory factor analysis for total sample and (young group, middle-aged group, and old group)
Variable
Raven’s
Shipley abstraction
Letter sets
Logical memory
Free recall
Paired associates
Spatial relations
Paper folding
Form boards
Digit symbol
Letter comparison
Pattern comparison
WAIS vocabulary
WJ Picture vocabulary
Synonym vocabulary
Antonym vocabulary

G
.88 (.83, .80, .78)
.87 (.83, .87, .85)
.79 (.77, 78, .80)
.56 (.57, .55, .53)
.56 (.47, .41, .43)
.61 (.58, .53, .41)
.78 (.84, .73, .60)
.78 (.78, .70, .63)
.70 (.65, .58, .54)
.69 (.50, .54, .61)
.59 (.41, .49, .60)
.59 (.42, .42, .54)
.53 (.76, .76, .66)
.37 (.73, .71, .65)
.35 (.68, .70, .65)
.41 (.63, .70, .66)

Memory

Space

Speed

Verbal

.44 (44, .44, .44)
.61 (.63, .68, .70)
.42 (.41, .43, .47)
.50 (.40, .62, .59)
.28 (.28, .29, .38)
.33 (.32, .37, .46)
.42 (.42, .37, .48)
.57 (.63, .64, .55)
.54 (.56, .53, .50)
.68
.68
.84
.76

(.48, .43, .49)
(.42, .37, .24)
(.58, .58, .66)
(.59, .53, .49)

Notes. Factors are uncorrelated. All loadings are significant at p < .01. Fit indices for total sample: χ2 = 1470.5, degrees of freedom = 91. CFI
= .96. TLI = .95. RMSEA = .041.
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Figure 2. Top: radex solution for the sixteen reference cognitive variables. Lines are drawn to connect variables hypothesized to represent the
same theoretical ability. Approximately concentric circles are drawn to indicate the progression of g loadings along the simplex. Bottom: radex
solutions for Young, Middle, and Old Adult age groups.

the Pearson correlation, with absolute magnitudes ranging
from 0 (no correspondence) to 1 (perfect correspondence).
The magnitudes of all coefficients were above .96, indicating
high correspondence among solutions (cf. Tucker-Drob &
Salthouse, 2008). The consistency of these solutions across age
groups justifies the employment of a single solution based on
data aggregated across all ages.
Locations of target variables. Table 4 reports the standardized
relations between the reference abilities and the target variables, and Figure 3 displays the target variables plotted within
the reference space. The factor analytic approach shows that,
apart from their associations with G, the alternative indicators
are most strongly related to the abilities that they were designed

to measure. Similarly, the left portion of Figure 3 illustrates
that the radex approach places the alternative indicators in the
topographical regions corresponding to their corresponding
abilities. Because these results are consistent with those
patterns expected based on the known properties of the target
variables, we can conclude that the analytical approaches
operate very well.
Now we examine the results for target variables representative of cognitive control. It can be seen from Table 4 that
the cognitive control variables (Storage-plus-processing,
Updating, and Executive Functioning variables) are all characterized by strong relationships to G, and very weak relations
to all other abilities. Similarly, it can be seen from the right
portion of Figure 3 that all of the cognitive control variables
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Table 4
Standardized results for regression of target variables on reference abilities
Variable

βG

βMemory

βSpace

βSpeed

βVerbal

Alternative indicators (of reference abilities)
NAART (Verb)
Multiple choice knowledge (Verb)
Short answer knowledge (Verb)
Simple search (Spd)
Cross out (Spd)
Surface development (Spc)
Block design (Spc)
Recall list B (Mem)
Logical steps (Gf)

.51
.50
.38
.33
.73
.54
.69
.53
.86

–.05
.14
.08
.16
–.04
.09
.21
.54
.01

–.00
.13
.13
–.03
.03
.66
.45
.01
–.06

–.04
.02
–.05
.45
.53
.02
.04
.05
–.13

.74
.63
.65
.00
–.12
–.22
.06
.02
.04

Storage-plus-processing
Operation span (V/N)
Symmetry span (F/S)
Reading span (V/N)

.67
.71
.60

.00
.01
.01

–.03
.12
–.06

.06
.12
–.01

.00
–.18
.12

Updating
Matrix monitoring (F/S)
Color counters (F/S)
Running memory positions (F/S)
Running memory letters (V/N)

.57
.68
.75
.67

.05
.02
–.00
–.07

.13
.01
.05
–.07

.00
.11
.01
–.09

–.07
–.04
–.06
.01

Executive functioning
Connections (V/N)
Wisconsin card sorting (F/S)
Zoo trip (F/S)

.71
.59
.55

.03
–.05
.02

–.06
–.06
.09

.08
.02
.02

.06
.04
.02

Note. Bolded parameters are significant at p < .01. The coefficients on the Connections variable and the zoo trip variable were multiplied by
–1 in order to associate higher scores with better performance. V/N indicates that the target cognitive control measure utilizes verbal or numeric
stimuli. F/S indicates that the target cognitive control measure utilizes figural or spatial stimuli.

Spatial Visualization

Processing Speed
Reference variables
NAART (Vrb)
Multiple choice knowledge (Vrb)
Short answer knowledge (Vrb)
Simple search (Spd)
Cross out (Spd)
Surface development (Spc)
Block design (Spc)
Recall list B (Mem)
Logical steps (Gf)

Verbal Knowledge

Verbal Knowledge

Episodic Memory

Processing Speed

Spatial Visualization

Episodic Memory
Reference variables
Operation span (V/N)
Symmetry span (F/S)
Reading span (V/N)
Matrix monitoring (F/S)
Color counters (F/S)
Running memory positions (F/S)
Running memory letters (V/N)
Connections (V/N)
Wisconsin card sorting (F/S)
Zoo trip (F/S)

Figure 3. Alternative indicators (left) and cognitive control variables (right) plotted within the reference ability space. The reference space is
identical to that depicted in the top portion of Figure 2. V/N indicates that the target cognitive control measure utilizes verbal or numeric
stimuli. F/S indicates that the target cognitive control measure utilizes figural or spatial stimuli.
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occupy the central region of the radex space. Neither approach
produces clear evidence that the cognitive control variables are
differentially related to the reference abilities according to
whether they employ verbal/numeric or figural/spatial material,
or whether they correspond to storage-plus-processing,
updating, or executive functioning.

Discussion
We agree with Snow and colleagues’ argument that theories of
ability organization are “at least partly determined by the techniques used to analyze the interrelationships” (1984, p. 48).
That is, just as it is important to test hypotheses in a variety of
populations, using various operationalizations (e.g., multiple
indicators), it is also important to test hypotheses using alternative analytical methods. Turkheimer, Ford, and Oltmanns
(2008) have similarly argued that any structural taxonomy is
“meaningful but arbitrary” at best, and is only useful insofar
as it communicates and emphasizes the important and salient
features of the multivariate data. By applying two parallel
methodologies, we were able to identify such features.
Using factor analysis and multidimentional scaling we
examined the relations of newer “target” variables with more
well-established cognitive abilities. Our target variables
included both cognitive and neuropsychological variables
thought to be representative of various aspects of cognitive
control. Both methods indicated that the cognitive control variables were characterized by pronounced relations to individual
differences that are general to many cognitive ability domains.
These findings call into question views that cognitive control
encompasses a family of independent domain-specific
processes (e.g., Park et al., 2002; Shah & Miyake, 1996).

Limitations
The multidimensional scaling method presented here is promising for many sorts of construct validation applications, but it
is not without limitations. One notable issue is that the imposition of a two dimensional structure prohibits target variables exhibiting certain patterns of relations from being
represented as single points. A verbal fluency task, for example,
might represent a mixture of processing speed and verbal
knowledge. Without allowing for a third dimension, no single
point could adequately account for such a relational pattern.
This would be indicated by a poor fit of that variable’s point
estimate.
Examination of the fit function for potentially problematic
variables may be particularly valuable. Figure 4 depicts the fit
function (i.e., the distance correlation plotted according to
possible x and y coordinates) for the Reading Span variable. It
can be seen that the fit for this variable is optimized at the
central region of the radex, where a well-defined peak is
present. Flatness or bimodality of this function would have
undermined interpretability of a single point representation of
the target variable.
A second limitation of the radex approach is that the
circumplex and the simplex are not independent. That is, the
radex presumes that higher G loadings are associated with less
domain specificity. While this is the pattern that has emerged
based on multidimensional scaling of existing psychometric
ability data, it is possible that new variables could be both
highly domain specific and highly G loaded. Fixing the radex
space, as was done here, could serve to obscure such a
finding.
Finally, while the visual nature of MDS can be considered
one of its strengths, the approach is primarily qualitative. The
capabilities to perform specific hypothesis testing and nested
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Figure 4.

Example fit function: Reading Span. The reference radex space is superimposed.
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model comparisons that are commonplace in factor analytic
research are not as well developed for MDS.

Conclusion
In summary, parallel factor analytic and MDS solutions were
produced for 16 cognitive variables representative of five wellestablished ability domains. Both structures were found to be
consistent across young, middle-aged, and old adult age
groups. This consistency allowed us to aggregate the data
across ages, and examine the meaning of cognitive control variables in the context of these well-established, age-invariant
solutions. Both methods demonstrated that diverse measures
of cognitive control are primarily related to general cognitive
ability, regardless of the material used, or the psychological
tradition from which they were derived.
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